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The Root Problem: that thing that keeps you from & causes you to:

-Celebrating other’s success

-Apologizing when you KNOW you are wrong (or just 5% wrong)

-Keep arguing your point - when you don’t have a good point

-Admitting you are:

wrong - weak - lost - need help - don’t know what you are doing

-Being honest with yourself and others

-Learn new things - b/c you already know everything

-Feel good when other people fail

-Power up/Close up instead of Opening Up

-Cheat before you loose

-Lie about your past (Failed Marriage - Never Graduated)

-Get the final word

-Buy things to impress people  - aren’t even paying attention


That one thing is:

PRIDE 

Pride is the driving force behind many (if not ALL) of our problems

	 Didn’t start with us

Most Christian leaders would argue that PRIDE is older than 
humanity itself - started BEFORE humans were created - SATAN/Fall.


Ezekiel 28:15-17 
You were blameless in your ways

    from the day you were created

    till wickedness was found in you.

Through your widespread trade

    you were filled with violence,

    and you sinned.




Ezekiel 28:15-17  
So I drove you in disgrace from the mount of God,

    and I expelled you, guardian cherub,

    from among the fiery stones.

Your heart became PROUD

    on account of your beauty,

and you corrupted your wisdom

    because of your splendor.


Pride began WITH Satan - Standard Christian Doctrine

	 It was his PRIDE that got him kicked out of heaven

	 Satan was a created being - desired to be God’s EQUAL


Because of HIS Pride

	 He has been trying to get HUMANITY to buy into it as well.

	 He doesn’t necessarily want us to WORSHIP him

	 	 We don’t even have to ACKNOWLEDGE him

	 	 	 He just wants us to be PRIDEFUL like him

	 	 	 	 Presents this idea to humanity:


Genesis 3:1-2 
Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the wild animals the Lord 
God had made. He said to the woman, “Did God really say, ‘You must not 
eat from any tree in the garden’?”

The woman said to the serpent, “We may eat fruit from the trees in the 
garden,


Genesis 3:3-5 
but God did say, ‘You must not eat fruit from the tree that is in the middle 
of the garden, and you must not touch it, or you will die.’”

“You will not certainly die,” the serpent said to the woman. “For God 
knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be 
like God, knowing good and evil.”


He lies to Adam & Eve - Tries to twist God’s word:

“God thinks you are an idiot - But YOU can do everything HE can do” 

We are never more like SATAN 
Than when we are consumed by PRIDE 

I know this is a STRONG STATEMENT! - misunderstand ‘PRIDE’




There ARE things we call ‘PRIDE’ that are not EVIL:

	 -Proud of this church

	 -Proud of my wife/kids

	 -Proud of my accomplishments and achievements


When I say PRIDE, I am not talking about being PROUD of your 
family, band, hard work, achievement - THAT’s GOOD - CELEBRATE

	 Inspires us to move forward and accomplish greatness


BUT - I am talking about that looming, controlling sensation inside of 
us that causes us to 

NEVER Apologize or Forgive

	 Because we are GOOD - RIGHT - IN CONTROL


When we are overwhelmed with PRIDE 

	 We are not Christ-like

	 We are Satanic


Psalms 10:4 
In his pride the wicked man does not seek him;

in all his thoughts there is no room for God.


Pride pushes God out of our lives

Pride pushes other people out of our lives

Pride keeps us from having a good life or being good at life


When you are full of YOU - no room for ANYONE else


PRIDE is the ROOT PROBLEM in our lives!


You never hear about problems between two HUMBLE people 
	 Hard to fight when you are out-serving each other


If we are going to recognize PRIDE as the ROOT PROBLEM,

	 We need to know how to SPOT it

	 	 

It is EASY to recognize it in others

	 OVERT ARROGANCE - easy to see

But there are other ways to be prideful

	 Easy to see in someone else




Easy to see across the room - HARD to recognize in the mirror

	 We have a hard time seeing it in ourselves

When we THINK we have it - we automatically don’t

	 “I’m not Prideful” is a Prideful statement 


So I want us to spend the next MONTH learning to identify PRIDE in 
ourselves - because it usually shows up in one of four ways:


Four Faces of Pride 
Looking Good

Feeling Good

Being Right

Being in Control


Men’s Freedom Weekend - Oct. 18-19 - dive into these more

CONVINCED that we will all relate to one of these - maybe all four


Looking Good (Chance Feagin - THIS WEEK) 
How important is it to look good in front of others?

	 Maybe that’s outward appearance 

	 	 Nice clothes, athletic physique, cool car, big house

	 Maybe it’s an image that we want to project

	 	 Good husband/wife, loving parent, powerful leader

If you are spending all your time, money and energy to LOOK GOOD

	 That is PRIDE


Feeling Good (Next Week) 
Our culture goes to EXTREME lengths to NOT feel pain

	 Avoid it, numb it, run from it, and blame others for it

Not realizing that it is often in our discomfort - that we find blessing


In Christ’s Suffering and Pain - we find Salvation and Forgiveness

	 In OUR struggle - we often find the most growth


We avoid REAL relationships because we know they are HARD

	 We are missing out on intimacy with God and Other People




Being Right (Sept 22nd) 
How strong is your desire to BE RIGHT?

	 Marriage, work, friendships

	 Goal is to be RIGHT - instead of happy

Pride HATES to be wrong - HATES to surrender an argument 

Pride DEMANDS that others acknowledge our facts, perspectives 
and information


As a Pastor - my interpretation of the bible - I ‘want to be right’

Correct theology can get in the way of loving others unconditionally


Last one - BIGGEST ONE - step on my own toes


Being in Control (Sept. 29th) 
This is the face of pride that the other three flow out of

We want to be in control of our own lives

	 Control is an illusion - REALITY CHECK ELAB


But still - we think we know what is best

	 We go to great lengths to achieve ‘the good life’


Reality is - we don’t know what is best for us - God does


Just like Adam & Eve - Satan tricks us into thinking we are God

	 We waste our lives trying to CONTROL our future, our finances, 
	 our children, our employees, and the list goes on and on


TRUTH IS - I don’t know what is best - GOD DOES

I don’t trust myself enough to leave myself to my own devices

	 

PRIDE is SERIOUS - the ROOT PROBLEM - Tool of Satan:

Doesn’t need to use any other tactics:

	 He doesn’t have to scare us with nightmares

He doesn’t have to send demons to torture, possess or influence

He doesn’t even care if we know he is real.

If through PRIDE - Satan can convince YOU that YOU are: 

	 IN Control - even when control is an illusion

	 Are RIGHT - even when you are wrong

	 Feeling Good - when you should be pushing into your pain

	 Looking Good - when you aren’t really good




THEN - Satan has you right where he wants you 

	 - doesn’t have to do much


So how do we fight that?


‘Four Faces of Pride’ - over the NEXT MONTH

 But TODAY - really want to camp out on ‘Looking Good”


What’s wrong with LOOKING GOOD? 
	 That doesn’t sound BAD!!!


BIG IDEA:

Looking good is only good if you are really good. 

Here is what I mean:

It’s OK to look good - if you are really good


If you look good - because you ARE GOOD - then that’s GREAT!


Problem is:

MOST PEOPLE spend more time trying to LOOK GOOD than 
actually trying to actually BE GOOD!


We would rather PRETEND that we are GOOD

	 Than ACTUALLY be GOOD!


Can we ALL AGREE that’s a PROBLEM!?!?!?!


We can all agree that it’s a problem - but we all do it to some extent


It’s a HUMANITY PROBLEM - started in Genesis 3 - Garden/Pride

	 PRIDE - Satan to Humanity (know more than God)

	 They sinned - ate from the tree

	 	 Instead of running TO God to fix it

	 	 	 They dressed it up and hid it from him

Genesis 3:7 
Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they 
were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made 
coverings for themselves.




Genesis 3:8-9 
Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God as he 
was walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from 
the Lord God among the trees of the garden. But the Lord God 
called to the man, “Where are you?”


Genesis 3:10 
He answered, “I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I 
was naked; so I hid.”


When PRIDE shows up as ‘looking good’ we either:

	 Dress it up or hide it


Looking good is only good if you are really good. 

It’s easy to think that Adam and Eve were IDIOTS - hiding from GOD

	 Until you see the same behavior in yourself!


Our culture makes it easy to dress up and/or hide our problems


We ask people ‘how are you?’

	 KNOWING that the correct answer is ‘good’

	 	 EVEN if we are NOT Good - We say it 

OK b/c - it would be awkward if we were honest about EVERYTHING 
with EVERYONE


EVERYONE doesn’t need to know EVERYTHING

	 But we tend to hide EVERYTHING from EVERYONE

	 	 Including God - how crazy is that?!?!?!


From my own experience and the story of original sin (Genesis 3)

	 I think that ‘looking good’ seems to make pride WORSE


We pretend to look good 

until we can’t pretend anymore 

then we QUIT


I see this ALL THE TIME!




Marriages 
Pretend like everything is GREAT

	 Until you can’t pretend anymore - then DIVORCE


Finances 
Pretend like you have PLENTY of money

	 Until the CC Limit Runs out - then you file bankruptcy


Life Problems (habits/sin/hangups/depression/anxiety)

Ignore them - until you can’t anymore


Either Give In (Deal with the consequences)

OR

Give Up (Suicide)


The opposite of BAD is not NONE 
The opposite of BAD is GOOD 

I see people ALL THE TIME - willing to THROW IT ALL AWAY

	 Marriage - Job - Relationship - LIFE

because they are tired of pretending

	 And I get THAT -pretending SUCKS (Acting Good - NOT Good)


But I see people who have been ACTING like everything was GOOD 
for so long…..they forgot that it can ACTUALLY be good


I have seen LOTS of people - turn marriages/finances/entire lives 
around - decided they wanted to actually BE good than act like it


Life doesn’t have to be going good for you to be good. 

We know this….but we forget.


We convince ourselves that if it was all good…..we would BE good


But we all know people

	 Have it all - NOT good

	 Have NOTHING - doing GREAT!


That type of PEACE (the kind that passes all understanding)




Is available through JESUS 

John 14:27 
Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. Not as the world 
gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled, neither let 
them be afraid.


Doing Good = At Peace

The World gives peace - everything going/being/doing good

God can give peace in the middle of chaos

	 He has been doing it since Genesis 3


A relationship with your creator 

	 Not only gives you ETERNAL salvation and freedom

	 Makes it available in this life as well

	 	 You can BE GOOD - when life isn’t good


Actually BEING GOOD is available

	 You don’t just have to LOOK GOOD


1 - Looking good is only good if you are really good 
2 - Life doesn’t have to be going good for you to be good 

There are people walking around - all day everyday - including ME

	 That would rather ‘look good’ than actually ‘BE GOOD’


Wouldn’t you rather actually BE GOOD than just LOOK GOOD? 

I would!!!

I believe YOU would too….and YOU CAN!

It’s not going to be EASY - but nothing worth having is


PRIDE will get in the way

	 It can DESTROY our lives

	 	 It often shows up as LOOKING GOOD

	 	 	 EVEN WHEN WE ARE NOT GOOD


And I want YOU to ACTUALLY BE GOOD 
PRIDE IS THE ROOT PROBLEM - UPROOT IT!!! 



Don’t let pride keep you LOOKING GOOD 
when really good is available! 

Again, that is a HARD GOAL

	 Pursuing Humility is a journey without a destination

	 If you think you are there - by definition, you are NOT


Our culture does not VALUE humility 
BUT - throughout scripture it is NOT:

	 People that look good, feel good, are right or in control

	 	 That God uses

It is people with a HUMBLE and CONTRITE Heart


Christianity/Following Jesus offers the ULTIMATE alternative to 
PRIDE - HUMBLE CONFIDENCE


Modeled PERFECTLY by Jesus:

Zechariah prophesied that he would come as a HUMBLE servant

Isaiah prophesied that he would humbly face torture and death

John 13 - washed his disciples feet

Israel was expecting a WARRIOR KING - and they got - SERVANT 


Philippians 2:8 
And being found in appearance as a man,

    he humbled himself

    by becoming obedient to death—

        even death on a cross!


So NOW….because of Jesus, we have access to 

HUMBLE CONFIDENCE 
	 

Available ONLY through The Gospel of Jesus

We are HUMBLE

	 It is NOT about US - it’s about Jesus - HE did it!

But we are CONFIDENT

	 Because He calls us His own!

	 He has fought the fight FOR US

	 He has defeated - not only PRIDE

	 	 But sin, Satan, and death




If you want to FIGHT PRIDE

	 You do that by FOLLOWING JESUS

When we give JESUS permission to control our lives

	 PRIDE loses control!


We don’t have to spend all our time LOOKING GOOD

	 Because we are realizing that we can actually BE GOOD


If we recognize PRIDE as 

THE ROOT PROBLEM 
	 Then we need to UPROOT it

	 	 We are going to spend the next month doing that

I invite you to do that in your own life.


What if you let PRIDE know:

You are NOT going to control my life.

	 I’d rather BE GOOD that LOOK GOOD

So…..I’m going to admit that right now…I’m NOT good

	 I have a drinking problem

	 I’m struggling with attitude and addiction problems

	 I’ve been pretending, but I’m NOT going to anymore

	 Because PRIDE isn’t helping - you are making it WORSE

	 So I’m going to try something else.


Why would you continue to give your life to something that has the 
potential to kill everything that's valuable to you (PRIDE) instead of 
choosing to surrender your life to someone who chose to die for you? 


Why not, even if you're not sure about who Jesus is, why would you not 
embrace his radical approach to humble confidence? 


Because it has the power to do what we sing about at all of our churches, 
all over the country. 


The power to set you free. 


And you will no longer be shut in and God and others will no longer be 
shut out. 


So for the next few weeks, that's what we're going to talk about. But I 
hope you don’t just TALK about it - I hope you TURN TO JESUS


PRAYER


